Comparative analysis of the protein folding activities of two chaperonin subunits of Thermococcus strain KS-1: the effects of beryllium fluoride.
We conducted a comparative analysis of the effects of beryllium fluoride (BeFx) on protein folding mediated by the alpha- and beta-subunit homooligomers (alpha16mer or beta16mer) from the hyperthermophilic archaeum Thermococcus strain KS-1. BeFx inhibited the ATPase activities of both alpha16mer and beta16mer with equal efficiency. This indicated that BeFx replaces the gamma-phosphate of chaperonin-bound ATP, thereby forming a stable chaperonin-ADP-BeFx complex. In the presence of ATP and BeFx, both of the two chaperonin subunits mediated green fluorescent protein (GFP) folding. Gel filtration chromatography revealed that the refolded GFP was retained by both chaperonins. Protease digestion and electron microscopic analyses showed that both chaperonin-ADP-BeFx complexes of the two subunits adopted a symmetric closed conformation with the built-in lids of both rings closed and that protein folding took place in their central cavities. These data indicated that basic protein folding mechanisms of alpha16mer and beta16mer are likely similar although there were some apparent differences. While beta16mer-mediated GFP refolding in the presence of ATP-BeFx that proceeded more rapidly than in the presence of ATP alone and reached a twofold higher plateau than that achieved with AMP-PNP, the folding mediated by the alpha16mer that proceeded with much lower yields. A mutant of alpha16mer, trapalpha, which traps the unfolded and partially folded substrate protein, did not affect the ATP-BeFx-dependent GFP folding by beta16mer but it suppressed that mediated by alpha16mer to the level of spontaneous folding. These results suggested that beta16mer differed from the alpha16mer in nucleotide binding affinity or the rate of nucleotide hydrolysis.